Angioscopic and virtual histology intravascular ultrasound characteristics of culprit lesion morphology underlying coronary artery thrombosis.
Although rupture of vulnerable plaque with subsequent thrombosis is the most common mechanism of acute coronary syndromes, a significant percentage of patients with acute coronary syndrome may not have plaque rupture. We used angioscopy and virtual histology intravascular ultrasound (VH-IVUS) to investigate the underlying morphology of coronary thrombosis. We correlated the angioscopic diagnosis of coronary thrombosis in 42 lesions (37 patients) with gray-scale and VH-IVUS findings of the underlying plaque. By angioscopy plaque rupture was present in 19 thrombotic lesions (45.2%), whereas 23 (54.8%) had no rupture. VH-IVUS findings comparing thrombotic lesions with to those without angioscopic plaque rupture were remarkably similar except that angioscopic nonruptures tended to have more necrotic core (NC) at the minimum lumen area site (22.2 ± 12.5% vs 16.3 ± 9.3%, p=0.09) and at the maximum NC site (32.7 ± 12.8% vs 25.0 ± 12.1%, p=0.053) compared to angioscopic ruptures. Furthermore, among 19 lesions with angioscopic plaque rupture, there were 11 VH thin-cap fibroatheromas (TCFAs; 57.9%); among 23 lesions without angioscopic rupture, there were 17 VH-TCFAs (73.9%, p=0.22). In conclusion, the similarity of VH-IVUS plaque composition (percentage of NC and percentage of VH-TCFA) in lesions with or without angioscopic plaque rupture suggest a spectrum of underlying morphologies to explain thrombosis in the absence of a ruptured plaque including classic erosions, small (and undetectable) plaque ruptures, and potentially unruptured TCFAs with superimposed thrombosis.